Theatre Complete
Managing The Location And Status Of Reusable
Surgical Devices For Theatres
Theatre Complete enables:

Lack of visibility on RIMD status leads to:

✗

Logistical pick up planning

✗ Cancelled procedures

✗

Fast track pick up and turnaround of priority items

✗ Increased stock levels

✗

Reduction in hire charges due to faster return of loan items

✗ Reprocessing bottle necks

✗

Reduction of bottle necks in SSD dirty returns

✗

Less storage of contaminated waste in theatre sluice areas

✗ Increased inventory

Instantly Visible
Theatre Complete enables departmental staff to view the availability and status of theatre equipment
simply by a click of a button. In order to drive increased efficiency and instrument availability, it is critical
that each department knows the whereabouts and status of Reusable Medical Devices at all stages of
use.
Enabling this function has the potential to help streamline department processes by allowing to sort
through equipment in various different ways such as items for reprocessing. Once a procedure has
been signed off, all equipment used will be available on Theatre Complete with a date stamp, location,
item information and latest patient information.
Your Theatre Complete enabled Dirty Returns module can view all items ready for pickup ensuring fast
turnaround of medical device inventory.

Intelligent equipment
lifecycle management
for healthcare providers

MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

ORATODAT INSIGHT

Improve your department’s compliance and
efficiency with our OratoDat-enabled software
solutions, available for:

ÈÈ
ÈÈ
ÈÈ
ÈÈ

Endoscopy reprocessing units
Multi-site reprocessing

OratoDat TMP
Intelligent training
delivery and
management platform

OratoDat
AIMS
Tracker
(CDU)

ScopeTrack
(EDU)

Tracker Satellite
(LDU)

Theatre Trace
(Theatres)

Theatres
Local clinics and dentists
ORATODAT ID

To discuss your department’s needs in more detail, including integration into clinical management systems,
contact us at info@fingerprint.co.uk or call +44 (0) 1454 338 742 (UK) & +353 (0 ) 1685 3108 (Ireland).
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